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Summary
Over 140kms of road were resurfaced in 2020/21 and over 250,000sqm of road had
repairs.
Our strategy for improving the condition of the network is showing benefits; The A
class roads have improved from being worse than the national and south west
averages at 6% in 2009/10 to be the same as those averages at 3% in 2018/19 and
2019/20 and are now 2.0% in 2020/21. (Note – Low percentages are good)
The B and C class roads in Wiltshire are in better condition than the national average
and much better than the south-west average. They too are improving from 5% in
2019/20 to 3.0% in 2020/21.
The improvement in condition is also being extended to unclassified roads in
Wiltshire where we have seen improvements over the last two years
A five year ongoing programme of future major maintenance on the highway network
now in its 3rd year, this is reviewed annually. The intention is to ultimately achieve
consistent road conditions across the network.
The specific road resurfacing and surface dressing schemes have been identified for
each Area Board for implementation in 2020/21. The retexturing sites are currently
being assessed by our Consultants, A summary document has been prepared for
each Area Board.
Provisional lists of bridge schemes and Integrated Transport projects for 2020/21 are
included in this document.
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Background
Wiltshire Council is responsible for the maintenance of the local road network in
Wiltshire, excluding the motorways, trunk roads and those in private ownership. The
highway network is vital for businesses and communities, and effective maintenance
to ensure its availability is essential to the economic development of the county.
The local highway network in Wiltshire comprises over 4,400 kilometres of road and
almost 1,000 bridges. Wiltshire Council recognises the importance of maintaining
and managing its highway network effectively, and has been making a significant
investment in improving the condition of its highways assets in recent years.
The weather is always a challenge for road maintenance, with very cold winters
causing freeze and thaw damage, flooding and wet periods affecting the underlying
ground, and hot summers causing some roads to melt and surfaces to deteriorate.
Most roads have evolved over the years and have not been designed for current
traffic loadings unlike newer roads
Investment in Local Highways
Wiltshire Council has been addressing longstanding under investment in highways
maintenance and the consequent backlog of maintenance, which have been
problems nationally for many years.
The Council’s programme of major investment in highway maintenance is intended
to deliver and sustain a significant improvement in the condition of the county’s
highway network.
A large programme of road resurfacing was undertaken in 2020/21:
Road class Km

Length treated 2020/21

A

B

C

52.06

14.60

57.41

Unclassified

18.79

Total

142.86

A substantial amount of road resurfacing work has been undertaken in Wiltshire in
recent years, with considerable lengths of road resurfaced:
Year

2015/16
2016/17
2017/18
2018/19
2019/20
2020/21
Total

Length treated
(kilometres)

182
250
181
146
160
143
1,062

There have been 1,062 kilometres of road resurfaced in the five years since 2015,
which is about 24% of the network.

There have also been many smaller sites treated with hand patching and repairs to
address localised areas in poor condition. Over 54,000 square metres of road were
repaired in 2020/21 in addition to the lengths of road surfaced described above.
Road Class
A
B
C
Unclassified
Total

Area of Road
Repaired (Sqm)
3,850
9,644
14,067
26,949
54,510

The repairs have been carried out across all of the Area Boards in 2020/21.

Area Board
Amesbury
Bradford on Avon
Calne
Chippenham
Corsham
Devizes
Malmesbury
Marlborough
Melksham
Pewsey
RWB & Cricklade
Salisbury
South West Wiltshire
Southern Wiltshire
Tidworth
Trowbridge
Warminster
Westbury
Total

Area of Road
Repaired (Sqm)
3892
1628
1477
3284
432
1999
2792
13737
1666
1340
4562
1680
2547
4222
534
5868
1286
1556
54,510

It should be noted that the quantities of repairs in each Area Board do vary from year
to year according to need. These repairs have not only reduced the backlog but also
prevented further deterioration.
Without the investment to improve the condition of the roads, they would have
deteriorated at an increasing rate over the last decade, and the lengths of road in
poor condition would have increased rapidly.

Comparison of Road Conditions with Other Authorities
The condition of A class roads has improved nationally since 2009 from 6% in poor
condition to 2% in poor condition in 2020/21 (Note - Low percentages are good).
In Wiltshire the A class roads have improved from being worse than the national and
south west averages to be better than those averages at 3%.
Due to the Pandemic, the national collation of figures has not been carried out since
2018/19
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The B and C class roads represent 45% of the roads by length in Wiltshire, which is
a large proportion of the network. Keeping these roads in good condition is important
to the local communities and requires substantial investment.
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Our B and C results for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are 5% and 3% respectively
The condition of the unclassified roads is difficult to compare as the assessment
methods are not consistent across authorities. In general terms the condition of the
more important unclassified roads in Wiltshire compares well with those of similar
authorities in the south west.
Road Maintenance Proposals
The intention of the road maintenance proposals is to ultimately achieve consistent
road conditions across the network.
Specific proposals have been developed for each Area Board based on anticipated
funding levels. It should be noted that these may be subject to change when funding
from the Department for Transport is confirmed.
The funding for road resurfacing in each Area Board will vary from year to year
because of the need to carry out some larger schemes from time to time.
Consequently, in some years the spend may reduce, and in other years it will
increase. Over the next five year period it is proposed that the overall spend will
reflect need based on the road conditions.
It should be noted that some variations to the proposals may be necessary if
circumstances change, particularly as a result of weather damage elsewhere on the
network. Some schemes may be delayed if public utilities are carrying out work on
the road, as the surfacing will be carried out when that work is completed.
The graph below shows the percentage of roads in poor or declining condition in for
each area board, These are based on a rolling 5 year average due to the nature if
the surveys.

AB and C Roads requiring treatment
2018/19 5 year average red and amber requiring treatment
2019/20 5 year average red and amber ABC road
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The graph shows where conditions have improved. In some area’s deterioration has
increased and budgets for future years will be adjusted accordingly. The intention is
to achieve consistent conditions across the Area Boards for the different road types.
We have recently started to undertake a full network coverage that includes the more
community focussed unclassified roads, adding these together gives a truer local
picture of the need for maintenance in each area board, whilst the A roads are in a
good condition spending can be focussed on the unclassified network where it is
needed, currently there is a wide variation between the area boards. The initial
proposal is to get all the areas to around the 20% of the network requiring treatment,
but not allowing those below this level to worsen, a minimum amount of funding will
always be available for schemes in each Area Board

ADDED UNCLASSIFIED NETWORK
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The specific details for of the proposed schemes are included in the summary which
has been prepared for each area board.

Road Resurfacing and Maintenance
A variety of treatments are used to deal with the particular issues on roads in poor
condition. The roads may need resurfacing because of poor ride quality, safety
issues associated with skid resistance or because of potholes and other defects.
Where possible low carbon options are used, 2020/21 will be used as the baseline
year from which improvements can be tracked and developed to be as carbon
neutral as possible.
The proposed sites are inspected in detail to determine the most appropriate
treatment or surfacing materials. The main treatment types are described below.
Road Surfacing

The use of bituminous materials to surface the roads usually produces the most
effective and durable surface. The use of hot rolled asphalt with chippings is often
preferred in Wiltshire as it is very durable with good skid resistance for most of the
types of road and traffic volumes we have in the county. Other materials are used to
meet specific needs or constraints.
`

The surfacing material can be laid on top of existing surfaces, but often because of
the level of adjacent roads, accesses and kerbs it is necessary to plane off the top
surface before laying the new surface
Specialist Surfacing and Carriageway Reconstruction
At locations which are subject to heavy loadings or extreme stress, specialist
treatments are used, including grouted asphalt which provides a particularly strong
surface.

Where the lower road construction layers are structurally failing, deeper excavation
and renewal is used, but care has to be taken because of underground services or
structures. Surveys and assessments are undertaken to ensure the appropriate
treatment.
Surface Dressing
The use of surface dressing, which is sometimes referred to as ‘tar and chippings’, is
a traditional method of surfacing which has been used for decades on rural roads.

The traditional surface dressing ‘tar and chippings’ treatment is still an effective
process for rural roads

Surface dressing is very effective at sealing the underlying road construction and
provides good skid resistance. It is usually not as durable as bituminous resurfacing,
but it is a very cost-effective treatment if it is carried out regularly. Any weak areas of
road are ‘patched’ or repaired before the surface dressing is applied.
Pre Surface Dressing Patching
The opportunity is taken to carry out patching and localised repairs on those roads
which are likely to be included in the surface dressing programme for the following or
future years.

Repairs are made to roads before they are resurfaced or surface dressed.

This has the benefit of addressing the sections of a road in worst condition early, and
provides a solid base for the subsequent surface dressing.
Texture Treatment
It is important that roads have adequate skid resistance for safety reasons. Higher
skid resistance is required on bends and at the approach to junctions. Specialist
surveys are undertaken of the main roads to assess the existing surface conditions,
and identify areas where treatment is needed.

In order to improve skid resistance, the existing road surface can be treated to
improve the surface texture to provide more grip for tyres

On some roads resurfacing may be required, but at other locations it is possible to
use shot or water blasting to improve the texture.
High Friction Surfacing
At some key locations, such as the approach to traffic signals, the use of special high
friction surfacing may be used to improve safety. Similar treatments can be used to
improve the appearance of roads and footways.

Specialist
treatments and
coloured surfacing
can be used to
improve the
appearance and
augment signing.

Because of the high stresses at some of these locations these surfaces may need
more frequent renewal. Replacement using potentially more durable materials at
these sites is considered where appropriate as part of the annual maintenance
programme.
Carriageway and Pothole repairs
The Council operates three Pothole Gangs to make emergency repairs and two
Repair Gangs to address larger defects.

Pothole Gangs
respond quickly to
defects and potholes
on the network

`

The appearance of the repairs may not always be attractive, but they do need to be
completed quickly in order to keep the road safe.
Occasionally sink holes appear, these need to be repaired quickly as the tell-tell sign
of a depressed hole can indicate a large void beneath

Repair of Verges
Carriageway edges and verges are prone to damage from wide vehicles, or by
vehicles leaving the paved carriageway to pass each other. This is particularly a
problem in the winter and in wet conditions.

Before edge damage

Night works on the A 342

A programme of verge repairs is carried out annually. The damage edge is
excavated and replaced by stronger material, often recycled. The verge is then
reinstated.
Specialist Early Intervention Preservatives
It is our intention to start to use preservatives on the good areas of the network so
that they remain good for a prolonged period of time, the treatment is relatively
inexpensive and quick, it also reduces disruption to the residents and travelling
public
Footways
The condition of footways has been a particular concern in recent years. A
programme of renewal schemes will be continued this year along with a programme
of footway sealing and reactive budget to cease deterioration

A programme of
footway renewal
and resurfacing is
carried out to
improve
pedestrian routes.

The list of sites will be finalised when the budget information is confirmed.

Drainage
Keeping road drainage operating properly is not only important in order to keep the
roads safe for users, but it also helps to prevent damage to the road and its substructure. A programme of drainage CCTV surveys is undertaken on the network
throughout the year. With the extensive road network in Wiltshire it is taking many
years to survey all of the drainage systems, but the Council already has more
information than many similar highway authorities.

CCTV surveys identify sections of drains in need of maintenance or renewal

The drainage pipes can be affected by siltation, tree root damage, ground conditions
or public utilities work. Where damage is identified, repairs are programmed and
integrated into the programme of road resurfacing and other work.
Reporting
Defects on the highway can be reported using the new MyWilts app which has
replaced the My Wiltshire app or on the Wiltshire Council website.
Potholes and highway defects can be reported
using the MyWilts app, or on the Council’s website.

MyWilts online reporting - Wiltshire Council

Parish Stewards
The Parish Steward Scheme helps to help address the highway priorities of the local
communities and is provided by the Council’s contractor Ringway.
As well as the work identified by the town and parish councils, the Parish Stewards
also carry out pothole repairs, address drainage issues and carry out other
maintenance work. The type of work varies from month to month depending on
requirements.
Over 12,000 defects were attended to from October 2020 - early March 2021
1500

defects attended to october 2020 - early march 2021
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Blockage of gully rat outlet grip etc (BLOK)
Cracked or broken frame/ cover (IBCK)
Damaged Kerb (DAMG)
Find & Fix Debris
Find & Fix Drainage
Footways (FW) Trip, Slab profile/ rocking slab (SLPF)
Minor Carriageway Repairs (CW) Pothole (POTH)
Pothole Cluster(POTC)
Pothole in Footway or cycleway (POTH)
Covers, Gratings, Frames & Boxes (DC) Rocking under load (ROCK)

In the early months of the year there is often an increasing focus on potholes and the
need to deal with damaged road surfaces following the winter damage on the
network. In the autumn keeping the drains clear and working is a priority. In the
winter the Parish Stewards are often involved gritting the roads and other winter
maintenance operations.

The flexibility that the Parish Stewards bring to routine highway maintenance
activities is appreciated, and it offers a cost effective means of dealing with a variety
of issues on the highway network.

Bridges
Wiltshire Council is responsible for over 1,000 road bridges and a similar number of
Rights of Way structures, of these four are scheduled ancient monuments and 142
listed bridges of historic or architectural importance. The Council undertakes a
comprehensive inspection programme on a regular cycle to ensure the safety of its
bridges and other structures. The inspection process records the condition of the
bridge and assists in prioritising repairs to be carried out as part of the maintenance
programme. Inspections are also carried out after poor weather or damage

There are various types of bridges in the county

A programme of strengthening or replacing those bridges that do not meet the
requirements is developed for each year, taking into account the bridge condition
and usage.

The provisional programme for major bridge and highway structure repair and
renewal schemes has been identified for 2021/22.
Area Board

Structure

Road

Town or
Village

Proposed Works

Bradford on Avon

Holt Road
Retaining Wall

B3107

Bradford on
Avon

Extensive repair and
reconstruction

Tidworth

Oval Bridge

Tidworth

Reconstruction

Chippenham

Wessex Road

Chippenham

New bridge deck

Chippenham

Saxon Street

Chippenham

New bridge deck

Marlborough

Uffcot Bridge

C121

Uffcot (Broad
Hinton)

New bridge deck

Downton

Iron Bridge

B3080

Downton

Repaint railings

Pewsey

Hollow Lane

UC

Wilton (Grafton)

Strengthen arch

Town
Street
Town
Street
Town
Street

The Council also operates two work gangs dedicated carrying out minor routine
maintenance tasks on bridges and highway structures.

Integrated Transport Schemes 2021/22

Local safety schemes, traffic management measures, cycling walking schemes are
developed through the Community Area Transport Groups (CATGs), or in response
to particular issues on the network.

The main schemes identified to date for next year are listed below:
Community Area

Category

Works

Amesbury

Highway
Improvement
Taking Action
on School
Journeys
Active Travel

A345 Mynarski Close Footway Construction

Bradford on Avon
Bradford on Avon
Bradford on Avon
Chippenham
Chippenham
Chippenham
Chippenham
Corsham
Corsham

Substantive
CATG
Highway
Improvement
Taking Action
on School
Journeys
Active Travel
Active Travel
Highway
Improvement
Developer
Contribution

Indicative
Budget £
25,000

Fizmaurice School, BoA - Waiting Restriction
Implementation

2,000

Winsley to BoA Shared Use Cyclepath
Construction
Station Approach Pedestrian Improvements,
Bradford on Avon
A350 Plough Crossroads Traffic Signal
Upgrade
Hullavington Primary School - Advisory 20mph
limit implemention

250,000

Chippenham Monkton Hill Prohibition of Motor
Vehicles
Chippenham Easton Lane Cycleway
A365 Box Fiveways Traffic Signal
Replacement
Corsham Potley Lane Footway Link
Construction

25,000

61,400
50,000
11,000

181,000
150,000
10,000

Community Area

Category

Works

Corsham

Taking Action
on School
Journeys
Taking Action
on School
Journeys
Safety
Scheme
Substantive
CATG
Developer
Contribution
Taking Action
on School
Journeys
Taking Action
on School
Journeys
Developer
Contribution
Developer
Contribution
Developer
Contribution
Developer
Contribution
Substantive
CATG
Substantive
CATG
Highway
Improvement
Taking Action
on School
Journeys
Highway
Improvement
DfT Grant via
Network Rail

Corsham Primary (Pound Pill Site) Investigation / Design

Corsham
Devizes
Malmesbury
Marlborough
Marlborough
Marlborough
Melksham
Melksham
Melksham
Melksham
Pewsey
Pewsey
RWB & Cricklade
RWB & Cricklade
Salisbury
Salisbury
Salisbury
Salisbury
Southern
Trowbridge
Trowbridge
Trowbridge
Warminster
Warminster

Taking Action
on School
Journeys
Taking Action
on School
Journeys
Developer
Contribution
Taking Action
on School
Journeys
Active Travel
Active Travel
Highway
Improvement
Safety
Scheme

Indicative
Budget £
2,000

Box Primary School - Investigation / Design

2,000

A360 Blackdog Crossroads - Design

50,000

B4042 Footway, Brinkworth

55,000

Marlborough Care Home to Tesco Shared Use
Path Construction
Marlborough St Mary's Pedestrian Crossing
Implementation

75,000

Ramsbury Primary School - Investigation /
Design

2,000

Melksham Farmers Roundabout to Bath Road
Cycleway Signing
A365 Bath Road Footpath Improvements Design
Dunch Lane Traffic Management - Design

15,000

Melksham A3102 Sandridge Road Walking &
Cycling Improvements - Implementation
Chirton Footway

35,000

Elm Row Footway, Rushall

55,000

Sheeppen Bridge Latton Traffic Signals
Refurbishment
Purton St Marys School Waiting Restriction
Implementation

10,000

Exeter St Bishops Wordsworth School
Pedestrian Crossing Refurbishment - Design
Mill Road Retaining Wall at Entrance to
Salisbury Railway Station & Peartree
Apartments
Chafyn Grove Advisory 20mph

10,000

Stratford Sub Castle Advisory 20mph

5,000

Old Sarum to Longhedge Shared Use Path
Implentation
Holbrook Primary School - Investigation /
Design

20,000

Hilperton Road Cycle Infrastructure
Hilperton to Melksham Cycle Infrastructure
A350 Warminster / Upton Scudamore Traffic
Signal Refurbishment - Design
A362 Traffic Signing Upgrade

100,000
500,000
20,000

75,000

25,000
45,000

22,000

2,000

250,000
10,000

2,000

30,000

Ash Dieback
Wiltshire council has a vast stock of highways trees, Ash trees have a Die back
Disease that is prevalent in the country, a contractor is in place to locate and remove
all dangerous and diseased Ash trees, whilst identifying resilient stock to re populate
felled areas,

Coordinated works have been carried out through Ringway to undertake works
where possible in the Closures to ensure that public disruption has been reduced to
a minimum

